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What have the project partners achieved so far?
Developed m-learning course
The SAVE Start-Ups project team has developed the training
course for start-uppers and young entrepreneurs comprising
from 7 interactive modules on such topics: Digital start-ups
vs Digital scale-ups, Circular economy in your start-up,
Digital Lifestyle entrepreneurship, Internet of Thing in
entrepreneurial practice, Infrastructures of sensors in daily
business usage, Analytics algorithms for customers Big Data,
Cybersecurity in your start-up.
To ensure the best quality of the developed m-learning course, the partners cross-checked each module and made corrections.

Created multimedia presentations
SAVE Start-Ups partnership created multimedia presentations of each module to present key information of the
developed material, including key statistics and importance of each topic.
On 19 February, the project team met online to share the modules they had developed with partners and to deepen their knowledge of the training material. During this meeting the pilot phase and next steps were discussed.

Prepared interactive exercises
To make the modules as interactive and engaging as possible for start-uppers and young entrepreneurs, partners
have created interactive exercises to their modules.
After going through the theory part, start-uppers will be invited to use the practice part which is composed of 12
digital exercises that are prepared in the form of interactive questions with custom feedback in each module. Important thing to mention is that not only the correct is explained, but also each wrong answer have relevant commentary explaining why the selected option was not the correct one. In this way the learniers can further
strengthen their skills in each topic.

Check the m-learning course here https://savestartups.erasmus.site/platform/

For the latest updates FOLLOW:
www.savestartups.erasmus.site
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